
Introduction
Healthcare expenditure keeps increasing on an annual basis.
The government aims to limit this with regulated competition.
UMCs have adopted a cost focused approach.
Sustainable development has emerged within healthcare,
Green Teams and bottom up initiatives have been set up.
But the transition towards sustainable healthcare is slow.
Actors in the market do not contribute due to several barriers.
Sustainable healthcare has become an institutional void.

Methods
Stakeholder categorization 
14 interviews with stakeholders
Case study on the LUMC
2 focus group interviews at the LUMC

Case Study: LUMC

Theoretical Framework
Barriers of institutional voids can be overcome by collective
action, so UMCs need to manage their stakeholders effectively.
Stakeholder theory defines definitive stakeholders for UMCs:
the government, suppliers, and insurers.
Adopting stakeholder management within an UMC's business
model, aids managers to collaborate with these stakeholders on
sustainable healthcare.

Results
4 types of barriers have been identified in sustainable
healthcare.
UMCs focus on cost reduction, but lack an internal strategy on
sustainability and alignment to achieve this.
External stakeholders then discard their responsibility for
sustainability. Only suppliers want to take the lead.
Accounting for these responses in a business model aids
UMCs to manage their relations for sustainable healthcare.

Conclusion
To overcome the institutional void, actors need to move from
individual action towards collective action for sustainability.
The stakeholder-centric business model canvas + is a
facilitating tool to instigate collaboration.

The LUMC states that by 2030 it wants to be climate neutral and increase circularity. Several steps
have been taken to achieve this, related both to core activities as well as to other sideline activities, and
sustainability milestones are celebrated by the hospital.
However, after conducting the Better Business Scan to analyze the hospital’s sustainability attitude,
the LUMC’s motivation for sustainability is characterized as ‘stuck in the middle’. Some steps have
been taken towards sustainable healthcare, but this does not imply that the entire organization has the
same sustainability intention and can therefore lead to organizational paralysis with regards to
sustainability.
The current barriers for the LUMC are a lack of internal alignment, lack of communication and
coordination on sustainability, habitual constraints, conservative attitudes, and a cost focused
approach. 
To adapt an active intention and realization attitude toward sustainability, the LUMC should adopt a
long-term sustainability strategy and broaden its value proposition. The challenge, and opportunity, for
the LUMC therefore is to reconcile its 2030 sustainability goals with its short term cost efficiency
goals. This can be achieved by adopting a sustainable business model and by working together with
definitive external stakeholders for sustainable healthcare. 
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